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quicken pro 10.2.5 I'm looking for a way to have the following folders open with pdf-viewer: bin, data, doc, www, images,
mms, music, pms, sxw, swift, etc. The only way I've found is to add the following to a.profile file, which does not work for
every directory: for d in bin data doc www images mms music pms sxw swift; do export DIR=$(dirname "${d}") export
FILE="pdf-viewer -i ${d}" export OPENED=${d} cd "${OPENED}" pdf-viewer "${FILE}" done I'm not sure how to get the
trick to work, but this is the closest I've got, and it works for only the bin, data, doc, www, images, mms, music, pms, sxw, and
swift folders. Anyone have any thoughts or suggestions? A: Try this (from manpage): -i foldername Open the files in the
directory specified by foldername. -type="fig"}*C*, inset). However, as discussed above, the formation of dynamic contacts
between the two SPBs may still play an important role in the alignment and correction of the spindle axis. When cell division is
inhibited by S or I, the alignment and correction of the mitotic spindle becomes essential. In such a condition, the centrosome
plays a prominent role in the spindle dynamics as shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B* by the centrosome-dependent
expression of Sfi1, a microtubule plus end tracking protein, which is normally expressed only in the anaphase spindle ([@B22]).
During anaphase in such cells, the spindle poles are separated and centrosome-dependent spindle forces align the spindle.
However, the centrosome is incapable of centering the spindle, because it is not attached to the spindle. Since the accumulation
of misaligned spindles and their correction by microtubule sliding are also restricted during anaphase by the 82157476af
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